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COVID-19 IMPACT & GDP EXPECTATIONS

As of 17th April 2020, Vietnam has successfully:

• Kept the number of cases at 268

• Maintained the daily number of cases at <10

• Sustained a recovery rate of ~50%

• Kept a fatality rate of zero

35,000 Businesses Closed

Tourism accounted for ~14% of Vietnam’s GDP but
tourist arrivals are down ~60% due to COVID-19

Manufacturing accounted for ~16% of Vietnam’s GDP
but businesses are experiencing slowdowns / stoppages
due to the lack of raw materials from China

ADJUSTMENTS TO GDP EXPECTATIONS

The GDP growth of Vietnam in 2019 was 7.02%.

The government was expecting a target growth rate of 6.8% for 2020
before the outbreak of COVID-19.

Organization 2020 GDP Growth Forecast (%)

Ministry of Planning and Investment 5.96

Fitch Solutions 6.30

Vina Capital 4.00

Asian Development Bank 4.80

World Bank 4.90



COVID-19 RESPONSE MEASURES

Flights from China Suspended

Granting of New Work Permits to Foreigners Suspended

Flights from South Korea Suspended

Viet A Corporation will produce 10,000 test kits daily

Mobile App for Compulsory Health Declaration Launched

Formula 1 Vietnam Grand Prix Postponed

Visa on Arrival for All Foreigners Suspended

Quarantine Facilities Expanded by Vietnam’s Military

Flights from ASEAN Countries Suspended

Entry of All Foreigners Suspended

Export of Rice Stopped

Closure of Restaurants in HCMC

Closure of Non-Essential Businesses in Hanoi

Medical Status Declaration on Domestic Flights & Public
Transport Mandated

All International Flights Suspended

Domestic Flights Significantly Reduced

Nationwide Strict Social Distancing Implemented

Non-Urgent Construction Projects Suspended

All Visitors Arriving at HCMC Required to be Tested

Quarantine of ALL people entering Vietnam Mandated

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

Fast & Affordable Test Kit

First country to develop & approved by WHO

Priced at USD 15. Results in 80 minutes

Early Mandate of 14-day Quarantine

Started from those returning from COVID-19 epicenters

Shelter, Food, Medical Attention provided by Vietnamese government

Transparency from Government

Immediate Publication of Information on Ministry of Health Online Portal

Information Widespread across Social Media, TV Channels, Mobile Hotlines

NCOVI Mobile App Sponsored by MoH & Ministry of Info & Media
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COVID-19 STIMULUS PACKAGES

Vietnam will launch a credit package worth VND250 trillion
(USD10.8 billion) to those affected by the virus outbreak.

Delaying of Tax Payments

• The government is considering delaying the tax payment deadline
by 5 months for businesses impacted by the outbreak. This would
worth VND23 trillion (USD974 million) in taxes from businesses in
agriculture, textiles, footwear, automotive, aviation, electronics,
food processing, and tourism sectors.

• Another VND3 trillion (USD129 million) in income taxes & VAT is
owed during this period.

• The government is also planning to delay land0use fees until 31 Oct
2020 – this is expected to cost VND4.5 trillion (USD194 million).

Interest Rate Cuts

• SBV has cut interest rates by 0.5% to 1% and to scrap transaction
fees. It also ordered commercial banks to follow suit and they
offered VND293 trillion (USD12.4 billion) in preferential credit to
affected businesses.

• The benchmark refinance rate was reduced to 5% from 6% and the
discount rate to 3.4% from 4%

• The overnight lending rate in the inter-bank market was lowered
to 6% from 7%

• The open-market-operation (OMO) rate was lowered to 3.5% from
4%

• The bank also reduced the caps on the interest rate of Vietnamese
Dong-denominated deposits and loans by 0.25% – 0.5%, depending
on the maturities.

The government is also considering a USD2.6 billion relief package
for those affected by COVID-19.

The measures target beneficiaries in the next 3 months (Apr to Jun).

More than half of the package will be sourced from the State budget, while the
remainder will come from ‘mobilization of other sources’

• Social policy beneficiaries and those who have rendered services to the state
during the revolution and wards receiving merit payments will be given an
additional VND 500,000 (USD 21.80) each month in Apr, May, Jun.

• Poor & near poor households will receive VND 1 million (USD 42.46) each
month in Apr, May, Jun. (Note that poor households are those earning less
than VND 1 million per month in urban areas, or less than VND 800,000 in
rural areas)

• Workers who were furloughed or put on leave without pay due to the direct
impacts will be provided VND 1.8 million (USD 76) per person per month.

• A monthly payment of VND 1 million lasting for 3 months will be given to
workers who either lost their jobs, don’t have a labour contract or had their
contracts terminated when the social insurance contribution period is not
sufficient for unemployment benefit payout

• Individual business households with annual revenues below VND 100 million
(USD 4,246) who have to temporarily close down as part of the lockdown
order will be given VND 1 million per month over the 3-month period.

• Employers can borrow from the Vietnam Social Policy Bank with zero interest
rate over 12 months to pay salaries for their furloughed workers in the 3-
month period.

6 groups who are eligible for the Relief Payment:
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The fiscal stimulus (in VND) announced for COVID-19 is about 1.74x more
than that during the GFC, all else being equal.

Fiscal stimulus for GFC was equivalent to USD8 billion (around 10% of GDP).

In terms of monetary policies, the government reversed the course of
monetary tightening & fiscal austerity policy implemented in 2008 to
control its homemade mini crisis (running inflation & twin deficits):

• Cutting the base rate from 14% per year to 7% per year within a
few months

• Ceiling lending interest rate (1.5 times base rate) was lowered
accordingly, from 21% to 10.5% for productive activities

• Lending interest rates for credit card and consumption are
negotiable and fluctuating between 12% and 15%.

GFC Monetary Policies

• Stimulus package implemented helped keep the credit flowing into
the economy & assist enterprises to clean up their balance sheet,
replacing high interest-bearing loans incurred during 2008. This has
enabled businesses to maintain production and jobs.

• The stimulus component used for interest rate subsidy resulted in
loans allocated to SOEs and private sectors, accelerating the growth of
credit and money supply.

Following the announcement of the credit package for COVID-19, the fiscal
deficit forecast for 2020 is raised to 3.8% of GDP.

The Ministry of Planning & Investment estimated that the pandemic could cost
Vietnam VND42.3 trillion (USD1.82 billion) in lost budget revenues.

Obvious Impact of Monetary & Fiscal Policies for GFC

COVID-19 vs GLOBAL FINANCIAL CRISIS


